
Ensure Your Successful Oracle Exam Attempt
with CertsFire 1Z0-1071-21 Questions

Everyone wants better job opportunities in life, but not everyone maximizes these opportunities
when they come. They fail  to take advantage of the opportunities because they don’t have the
certificates needed. There are different reasons why they don’t have such credentials. It could be a
failure in passing the Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 certification exam. Irrespective of the reasons, you
do not have to give up on the importance of the Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 certification exam in our
present  days  in  securing the best,  and high-paying jobs  can’t  be overemphasized.  One of  the
certificates top companies ask for is the Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 certification exam, and you don’t have
to  struggle  again  to  pass  the  Oracle  Cloud  Platform  Digital  Assistant  2021  Specialist
1Z0-1071-21 exam for it. Using the CertsFire Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 dumps, you can pass the
Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam on the first attempt and land your dream job in the IT sector. Here are a
few  solid  reasons  to  prefer  CertsFire  Oracle  1Z0-1071-21  Questions  for  the  study  and
preparation. We know that passing the Oracle Cloud Platform Digital  Assistant 2021 Specialist
1Z0-1071-21 exam on the first attempt is challenging, and most people lose their time and money.
For the convenience of candidates, CertsFire launched its Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 dumps after
the feedback of more than 90,000 professionals worldwide. We have prepared Oracle 1Z0-1071-21
questions according to the Oracle criteria so that you can pass the Oracle Cloud Platform Digital
Assistant  2021  Specialist  1Z0-1071-21  exam on  the  first  attempt.  Our  experts  have  years  of
experience, and they added the most probable questions for the preparation to save your time.

CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 Exam Questions Available in
Different Formats:
CertsFire designed the Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 questions and answers in different formats with the
feedback.  You  can  study  for  your  Oracle  Cloud  Platform  Digital  Assistant  2021  Specialist
1Z0-1071-21  dumps  using  the  practice  exam  materials  in  Oracle  Cloud  1Z0-1071-21  PDF
questions, desktop Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 practice test software, and web-based Oracle Cloud Platform
Digital Assistant 2021 Specialist 1Z0-1071-21 practice exam software. Using different formats of
CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam dumps, you can prepare according to your choice.
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Easy to Use CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 PDF Questions:

The Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 exam dumps are designed for everyone to use easily without having
any advanced knowledge in technology. With the Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 PDF questions, you can study
with your smartphones and laptop and print the Oracle Cloud Platform Digital Assistant 2021
Specialist 1Z0-1071-21 exam dumps materials out in a paper form. Therefore, you can hold it in
your hands and study anywhere and anytime. No installation is needed, so you don’t need to buy
data or install any software or plugins to study the Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 PDF questions.

Web-based Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 Practice Exam - No Need to Install Any
Software:

CertsFire designed the web-based Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 practice exam software to work in different
browsers. You don’t have to install any new web browser as it works in all the well-known browsers
like Chrome, Opera, Firefox, Safari, and other major browsers. CertsFire web-based Oracle Cloud
1Z0-1071-21 practice test software is also compatible with different operating systems such as
Linux, Android, Mac, iOS, and others. All you need is just to buy, download, and start preparing.

Improve Your Preparation with Desktop Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 Practice Test
Software:

It is one of the reasons the CertsFire desktop Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 practice test software stands out
from its competitors. Our experts added each question carefully so that you don’t waste your time
preparing the Oracle Cloud Platform Digital Assistant 2021 Specialist 1Z0-1071-21 practice
exam. Therefore, seeing the questions on these exam products on the real Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21
exam is extremely high. You will face a similar question during the actual Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam
as you prepared in our desktop Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 practice test software.

Accurate Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 Exam Questions with a 100% Refund Guarantee:

The CertsFire Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 dumps comes with a customizable mock exam to prepare
under real Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam questions. The Oracle Cloud Platform Digital Assistant 2021
Specialist 1Z0-1071-21 exam dumps have time allocated, so you will be studying as if you are writing
the  actual  Oracle  1Z0-1071-21  exam.  It  comes  with  great  benefits  such  as  having  firsthand
experience on how the real Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 exam would be, time management skills,
and building exam confidence. The Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam questions your score in every attempt
of your Oracle Cloud Platform Digital Assistant 2021 Specialist 1Z0-1071-21 practice test. Therefore,
you  can  assess  your  performance  and  overcome  your  weaknesses  before  the  real  Oracle
1Z0-1071-21 exam.

Generally, Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam dumps are available at a high cost in the market, so most
people don’t buy them. CertsFire Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 exam questions are different. They are
not just affordable but the best in the market. Therefore, nothing will stop you from passing your
Oracle exams and securing your future with your long-desired Oracle Cloud Platform Digital
Assistant  2021  Specialist  1Z0-1071-21  exam  dumps.  Don’t  waste  your  time  and  money
purchasing Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam questions. CertsFire Oracle 1Z0-1071-21 exam dumps are the
right choice to get knowledge and pass the Oracle Cloud 1Z0-1071-21 exam on the first attempt.
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Question No. 1

Which variable type is automatically set with values from the chat client,such as locate and
timezoneoffset?

A. System variables
B. Variables that are defined in the context section in the dialog flow
C. User variables
D. System.config variables
E. Profile variables

Answer: D

Question No. 2

You are advised to implement an 80/20 split with training and test utterances. This means that 80%
of new utterances harvested from the conversation logs should be used as intent training utterances
and 20% for testing.

Why is this a good practice?

A. Adding 100% of user phrases to the intent would overload the model.
B. Batch testing works more efficiently when there is a ratio of one test utterance for every
five training utterances.
C. By performing an 80/20 split, you are randomizing which data is added to the utterances.
D. By keeping 20% for testing, you are able to test the model with data on which it has not
been specifically trained.

Answer: A

Question No. 3

What happens if there is a system error and the state does not have an error action?

A. The skill transitions to the state that is defined by the defaultTransitions error action. If
there isn't one, then it outputs the Unexpected Error Prompt value.
B. The skill transitions to the state that is defined by the next action. If there isn't one, then it
transition to the defaultTransitions error action.
C. The skill transitions to the state that is defined by the next action.. If there isn't one, then it
transitions to the next state in the dialog flow.
D. The skill outputs the Unexpected Error Prompt value and then transitions to the state that
is defined by the defaultTransitions error action. If there isn't one, then it ends the
conversation.

Answer: C

Question No. 4

Error handlers can be defined in various locations with different scopes.

Which three statements are true about error handling?

A. An error handler can be defined as a transition on any dialog flow state in a skill.
B. The system error handler is called in case of an error when no error handling is defined on



the current dialog flow state or as a default transition.
C. You can define a system-wide custom error handler at the digital assistant level.
D. Implicit error handling is always performed even if there are other error handlers defined
in the flow.
E. An error handler can be defined globally for a skill using the defaultTransition error
transition.

Answer: B, C, D

Question No. 5

Which statement is FALSE regarding out-of-order messages?

A. Out-of-order messages are not handled by default. Designers must define out-of-order
message handlers at the skill level.
B. Dialog flow navigation continues with the state referenced in the out-of-order-message
action.
C. Chatbots don't control the user's input and, therefore, cannot prevent users from selecting
out-of-scope actions.
D. Out-of-order messages occur when a user scroll the conversation history displayed in the
messenger client and selects that is no longer in scope for the current conversation.

Answer: D
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